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PRELIMINARIES

Project Intrex is a program of information transfer
experiments directed toward new services and
facilities for people who seek information in large
libraries.
Recent advances in digital data processing, when
combined with photographic and video technology,
suggest the basic concept shown in Figure 1 for a
future library operation.

CENTRAL INFORMATION STORE

DIGITAL
STORAGE

CATALOG

CODED TEXT

GRAPHIC
STORAGE

(DOCUMENTS)

(MICROFORMD

Figure 1 Inforrnatior Transfer System Concept.
Access to centrally stcred info-mat:Ion can be
obtained at many remo:e Lerminals by computer-
cor:rolled.telecommun -l'ations. Local information
re: D ur ces can be augmented by links to external
stores.

The central information store of such a system
.:ontains both graphic arr.. _igital records, as shown
in FLgure 2,

1 4

IN1FORMATION TRANSFER NETWORK

EXTERNAL RESOURCES

STORE
CENTRAL

LIBRARY

_1_

TERMINALS

Figure 2 Central Information Store.
The bulk of the information contained in a library
system is in graphic form, either as printed
documents or as microform records. A small but
growing fraction of the stor- ion in

itally enc leL t}: raction more
stly handled by the computer and the communica-

tion links.

The actual design and construction of an ir rmation
transfer system of this kind must rest on c -1

foundation of experimental facts concernii th

interaction of users with the system. The pt: -)ose

of Project Intrex is to obtain these facts.

The program includes:
(1) the assembly and orgarization of an
store of sufficient size;
(2) the development of the essential facili for
storing, retrieving, tranam:tting, and dig- aying
the information;



(3) the study of the operations and reactions of
users under varying conditions;
(4) the design of user aids for a library provtding
both machine access and conventional services.
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THE IMI'ORMATION STORE

The experiments of Project Intrex are concerned
with two main functions of any information transfer
system, viz. (1) the bibliographic search by which
the user identifies the documents relevant to his
needs, and (2) the display of these documents to the
user. The information required for (1) will be
briefly designated as the catalog; that required for
(2) as full-text.
Cat-dog information is relatively compact; the user

manipulate it interactively; it is therefore
stored in computer memory in digitally encoded
form.
Full-text information is much more extensive;
computer storage by present technology would be
economically prohibitive; it is therefore stored in
graphic form on microphotographic recorcis.

Subject matter
As of 1 April 1971 the Intrex file consisted of 15,000
documents from the recent technical literature
(beginning in 1967) of the following fields of
materials science and engineering:
A.

(1)

B.

(2)

(3)

(4)

3

Physic s
Optical and magnetic properties of solids;
Metallurgy
High temperature metallurgy;
Casting and solidification;
Structural materials.

Selection
The selection of these fields was governed r_
objective of engaging the substantive interest of
serious users. These fields correspond to the
activities of strong research groups at M.I. T.;
they are narrow enough so that the relatively small
number of documents in the file constitutes a
significant fraction of the total literature In

choosing the specific documents that are entered
into the file, the Project Intrex librarians have the
continuing advice of research workers from the
teams whose fields are involved.
The Catalog Entry
Each document is represented in the Intrex catalog
by an entry prepared by catalogers and subject
specialists. Such an entry contains considerably
more information than conventional references.
In addition to author, title, and citation date, the
entry includes a list of noun phrases that describe
the contents of the document. The vocabulary is
not controlled; in deriving these "subject hearlings"
from an examination of the document, the catalog-
ers are not restricted by a thesaurus or authority
list. They normally use terms employed by the
author. An abstract of the document is also includ-
ed in the catalog entry, and, if there is a table of
contents, that is included too.
The result is an "augmented" catalog, in which the
.entry for a typical document contains the informa-
tion shown in Figures 3 and 4 as received at a
teletypewriter terminal.



DOCUMENT 9343; Elevated temperature compressive creep behavior of
tungsten carbide-cobalt alloys; Smith, J.T. (TA); Wood, J.D. (JA); Lehigh
University, >Bethlehem<, >Pa.< (BT); AMETA. v.16,no.10,100068. pp.1219
1226.
CHOSEN (FIELD 2)
High temperature metallurgy (Professor Grant); Graduate student

CATALOGER (FIEID 3)
1502

ONLINE (FIELL 4)
08/22/69

MAIN (FIELD 20)
Personal author

AFFILIATION (FIELD 22)
Lehigh University, >Bethlehem<, >Pa.< Dept. of Metallurgy and Materials
Science/Battelle Memorial Institute, >Columbus<, >Ohio. Powder
Materials Application Div.;

Lehigh University, >Bethlehem<, >Pa.< Dept. of Metallurgy and Materials
Science

MEDIUM (FIELD 30)
Conventional

FORMAT (FIELD 31)
Professional journal article

ILLUSTRATIONS (FIELD 33)
illus.

LANGUAGE (FIELD 36)
English

ABLANG (FIELD 37)
efg

CONTRACT (FIELD 40)
National Science Foundation OU.3.0 #G24000

THESIS (EI,E.LD 43)
I,. Ph.D.
'-.EIPT (FI; 0 46)
e/07/67
PCSE (FIELD 65)

Theoretical and experimental
APPROACH (FIELD 66)
Professional

TABLE (FIELD 67)
I. Introduction (P.1219)

A. Creep models (p.1220)
B. Dislocation looping (p.1220)
C. Dislocation climb (p.1220)
D. Particle movement in the matrix

(p.1220)
I. Experimental procedure (p.1221)

III. Results (p.1221)
A. Quantitative metallography (p.1221)
B. Creep deformation (p.1221)
IV. Discussion (p.1222)
A. WC-12 *percent* alloys (p.1222)
B. WC-15 *percent* alloys (p.1225)
V. Conclusions (P.1226)

Figure 3 Catalog entry for Document 9343
(First half).
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BIBLIOGRAPHY (FIELD 63)
le(15)

ABSTRACT (FIELD 71)
The compressive creep deformation of two-phase tungsten carbide-cobalt
alloys with 12 and 15 *percent* Co has been investigated at
temperatures of 300, 900, and 1000 *deg*C for stresses fo 10,000 to
110,000 psi. At each temperature studied, the WC-Co alloys showed a
decreasing steady-state creep rate with increasing WC particle size for
low creep-stress Ievels, At high stress levels, the steady-state creep
rate was observed to increase with increased WC particle size. These
observations, with additional considerations of the creep behavior,
indicated that two mechanisms were rate determining during deformption
of WC-Co alloys. To ascertain the rate-determinin, mechnisms during
deformation, existftg creep models were extended to include the high
volume loading of dispersed WC particles present in these alloys. At
high stresses, the mechanism postulated to describe steady-state creep
deformation was the looping of dislocations in the Co matrix between WC
particles and the climb of pinched-off loops. The diffusion of Co in
the matrix around WC particles has been suggested as the rate
controlling steady-state creep mechanism at low stresses. (author)

SUBJECTS (FIELD 73)
elevated temperature compressive creep behavior of tungsten carbide

cobalt alloys (1);
effect of tungsten carbide particle size on creep in ttngsten carbide

cobalt alloys (2);
creep models extended to include the high volume loading of dispersed WC

particles present in WC-Co alloys (2);
rate-controlling steady-state creep m(!chanism for WC-Co alloys at low

stresses (2);
rate determining and deformation mechanisms associated with the
compressive creep behevior of WC-Co alloys at high stress and elevate6
temperature (2);

dislocation looping, dislocation climb, particle movement in the matrix
in the two-phase alloy system tungsten carbide dispersed in a cobalt
matrix (2);

micro-optical pyrometer (4);
strain measurements in WC-Co alloys made by a photographic technique

(4);
WC-Co alloy specimens characterized by quantitative metallographic

techniques and deformed in compression creep at 800, 900, and 1000
*deg*C (4);

influence of temperature, stress, WC particle size and mean free distance
between WC particles on the creep behavior of the WC-Co alloys (2);

creep mechanisms developed for dispersion strengthened alloys applied to
WC-Co alloys containing 75-85 volume *percent* dispersed phase (2);

FICHE (FIELD 5)
Fiche No. First Frame Last Frame

825 al a8

Figure 4 Catalog entry for Document 9343
(Second half).
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Full-text Storage
The full text of the documents selected for the Intrex
file is stoced in the form of negative-appearing
micro-images of the printed pages. At a reduction

of approximately 18X, images of 60 pages are
stored on a sheet of photographic film 4 x 6 inches

in size. Such a sheet is called a microfiche; its
appearance is shown in Figure 5. Th c. format we

use follows American National Standard Specifica-

tions PH 5. 9 1970.

-iC14

904

Figure 5 Intrex Full-text Microfiche.

The documents in the Intrex file -re relatively
short. On the average, they are less than ten pages
long, so that several documents are included on
each microfiche. In this way, the collection of
15, 000 documents can be contained on approximately

1, 500 sheets of microfiche.
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INTREX FACILITIES

The Catalog System
Computer
The computer used in the Intrex experiments is an
M.I. T. augmentation of the IBM 7094 processor,
with two 32X banks of core storage.

173;

--=1101"."-POION.

441,_

Figure 6 Computing Facility Used for Intrex.
This facility is called the Compatible Time Sharing
System (CTSS); it has been in successful operation
at M.I. T. since 1963. It can handle thirty
concurrent users with adequate speed of response.

7
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An IBM disc file is the principal storage device for
the data and programs of Project Intrex. At the end
of 1970, the total storage requirement for the
augmented catalog of Project Intrex wa approxi-
mately 12,000 disc file records, each record
consisting of 432 36-bit computer words.

Transmission Links
The digital signals involved in the catalog interaction
between computer and user terminal are transmitted
over telephone voice-grade lines via the M.I. T. data
switch.
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Term inals
The primary device for interactive communication
with the CTSS computer has been the teletypewriter
terminal. A typical installation is shown in
Figure 7.

ad,

744-

;

omistmomhoft.____

Figure 7 Teletypewriter Terminal.
For Project Intrex, we have used both the IBM 2741
and the Datel 30 teletypewriters. The former is
connected to the line by a Western Electric 103A
Dataset; the latter by an acoustic coupler.
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In recent years, there has been a strong trend
toward the use of cathode-ray-tube (CRT) display
units with keyboards, in lieu of teletypewriters.
The advantages are silent operation and very rapid
display. The displays are transient; where
permanent ("hard") copies of the interaction are
required, additional equipment most be installed for
that purpose, or, more simply, the user must settle
for the slower teletypewriter.
Two types of CRT terminals are used by Project
Intrex. The first is the ARDS console, manufactur-
ed by Adage, Inc., which uses a direct-view storage
.tibe (Tektronix 611) to hold the image so that no
other local or computer storage is required to
refresh the display. A photograph of the ARDS
terminal is reproduced in Figure 8.

Figure 8 ARDS Cathode-ray-tube Terminal.
The resolution of the tube is adequate for 4,000
characters in a single display. The image remains
on the tube until erased.

10

The second type of CRT terminal was designed and
built in the Electronic Systen-is Laboratory as a
demonstration of an optimum console for user
interaction with the Intrex catalog. It uses local
drum storage in a separate buffer-controller and a
special character-generator with an expanded set of
characters ,iad symbols.



Figure 9 Intrex Cathode-ray-tube Terminal.
1800 high-quality characters, selected from a set of
192, can be presented in a single display. Each
character is generated in less than ten microseconds
and refreshed sixty times per second for flicker-
free appearance. The user enters his search
requests through a typewriter keyboard. For
frequently used commands, special function switches
are provided.

14
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The Text-Access System
Microfiche Storage and Retrieval
Te 1, 500 sheets of microfiche which contain the
full text of the documents 'n the Intrex file are
store.1 in two Compact Automatic Retrieval Device
(CARD) units manufactured by Image Systems, Inc.
These units provide for the mechanical selection of
any specific fiche and for the placement of a selected
frame of that fiche in a viewing aperture IVIodifica-

tions for the purposes of Project Intr.:3x provide for
microfiche selection and positioning _n response to
digital command signals from a reinc'e source, and
for the coupling of the unit to a flying-spot scanner
which generates video signals from the image in the
aperture. A photograph of one of the modified units
is reproduced in Figure 10.

Figure 10 Microfiche Retrieval Unit.
The unit at the right contains 750 sheets of micro-
fiche. When a command signal is received, one of
these sheets is moved to the scanning station, and
the appropriate frame on the fiche is positioned in
the scanning aperture. The smaller unit at the left
contains the flying-spot scanning tube for the video
transmitter.

Transmission Links
For the transmission of video signals of full-text
images, we use a microfacsimile system operating
via coaxial cable. The scanned image of a single
page of text is transinitted in approximately two
seconds. With :I, 000 scan lines, the required
bandwidth of the transmission system is about one
MHz. The chail-iel we actually use is 4.5 MHz wide.

Terminals
High-speed transmission of single-frame images
permits the text-access system to be shared by
several users, but it becomes necessary to store
the image at the receiving term_nal, so that the
user may examine it at leisure. Two types of
terminals are provided for the text access
experiments of Project Intrex.



irst of these term i
ew storage ca

holding the image u_

(Figure 11) uses
-ray-tube as the de
is erased by the user.

.1,2 tube used in this tex: iccess terminal is of bie
same type (Tektronix 611) that is emplc,:ed in the
ARIDS terminal for catsl splay.

Figure 11 Storage-tube Text-access Terminal.
The image of a full page of text is displayed on the
face of the cathode-ray-tube with sufficient
resolution for scanning, identifying, and selecting
documents. Magnified images of different parts of
a page can be produced by push button actions if fine
detail is to be examinech For protracted study,
most users prefer microfilm or full-size paper
copy.

16
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The second type of text-access terminal uses
photographi( film as the local storage medium. In

this terminal, shown in Figure 12, the instantaneous
video image received on a high-resolution cathode-
ra.y tube is )ptically projected onto 35mm film in a
recording camera.

Figure 12 Photographic Text-access Terminal.
Strips of exposed film containing up to seven pages
at a reduction of approximately 10X pass from the
camera through a rapid-processor in sixty seconds.
The user examines the finished strips in a microfilm
reader or obtains enlarged paper copies from a
modified electrostatic office copying mach

1.7
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The Combined Terminal
Both the ARDS terminal used in the catalog system
and the storage-tube terminal used in the text-access
system employ the Tektronix 611 tube as the basic
display device. This situation suggested a combined
terminal in which alphanumeric characters from
digital signals and full-text images from video
signals can be consecutively displayed, at the option
of the user, on fine same screen. Such a combined
terminal, shown in Figure 13, was put into operation
in 1970 and has been well received by Intrex users.

Figure 13 Combined Terminal.
This terminal allows the user to transfer easily
from catalog search to full-text display and back
again without changing his focus of attention. When
the command "output text" is entered on the
keyboard, the display unit is switched from the
catalog data stream to the video link with the
text-access system control. Digital signals from
the computer select and position the appropriate
microfiche; pash-button actions on the control panel
shown at the right produce 1isplays of subsequent
pages or of enlarged portions of individual pages.

15
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Current Installation's
The basic concept of an information transfer system
is to make information available to u2ers at the
decentralized locations that are most convenient for
them. We have established experimental access
points in four different environments: First, we
have a group of terminals in the Electronic Systems
Laboratory where the equipment was developed and
where we have optimum facilities for making
modifications and for working with specific
individuals who have agreed to serve as experimen-
tal subjects. Second, we have two terminals in the
Barker Engineering Library, where students and
other library users can work concurrently with
Intrex information and conventional library
resources. Third, we are installing Intrex
terminals in the environment of a research
laboratory, specifically the Center for IVIateriz4ls
Science and Engineering. Fourth, we are making
the Intrex catalog system available to users at
Harvard, three miles away from the computer and
its disc file. Figure 14 presents an overview of
these arrangements.

19
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CATALOG SYSTEM

DOCUMENT
SELECTION

TEXT-ACCESS SYSTEM

CATALOG ENTRY[
FORMULATION

2302
DISC FILE

7094
COMPUTER

%
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TERMIN;`,.1,S
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ARDS

I

CARD
MICROFICHE UNIT

L____
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PRODUCTION

1
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1
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TERMINAL

COMBINED
TERMINAL

PHOTO
TERMINAL

ELECTRONIC SYSTIEMS LABORATORY

PLUS MICROFILM READER
AND ENLARGER-PRINTER

BARKER ENGINEERING LIBRARY

0 PLUS DUPLICATE MICROFICHE STORE,
' MICROFICHE READERS AND ENLARGER-PRINTER

CENTER FOR MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

DIVISION OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED PHYSICS
(HARVARD )

D.'gure 14 Schematic Diagram of Intrex System
ar. d Terminals.
The functional relationships between the principal
components cf the Intrex system are shown in the
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upper part of this diagram. The lower part shows
the distribution of the different types of terminal
equipment among the four locations at which access
facilities are provided for users.



INTREX OPERATIONS AND USER REACTIONS

Interactive Access to Catalog and Text
The experimental facilities, which have been
described, offer a broad range of services to a
library user in search of information. Typically,
such a user starts his interaction with the systern by
indicating his subject of interest. After logging in
and identifying himself as an Intrex user, he may
type "subject nonline-- optics. " The computer
responds with a statement that the catalog contains
90 entries on this subject, and the user shifts to a
narrower specification. such as "subject nonlinear
susceptibility'? or "subject second harmonic
generation in KDP. " Presently he calls for number,
titles, authors, and citations of documents that
match his subject specification. If these look
interesting, he may next ask for one or more
abstracts, by typing, for example, "Document
8842/output abstract. " The system will then display
the abstract to the user.
A print-out of a complete user session with the
interactive Intrex catalog has been reproduced in a
separate brochure entitled "Project Intrex: Samples
of Catalog Interactions."
At some point in his search, the user may wish to
examine the full text of a document he has identified.
If he has been sitting at one of the combined
terminals described on page 15, he simply types
"output text" and the image of the first page of the
document in question will appear on the screen.
Subsequent pages can be summoned by simple
push-button actions. If a new search request is

19 21

entered on the keyboard, the system will
automatically return to the catalog mode.
If the user's terminal a teletypewriter, his
access to full text may be either by an adjacent
cathode-ray-tube text-access terminal, or by the
delayed delivery of a photographic copy on
microfilm, microfiche, or (at full size) on paper.

User Instruction
While everything in the design of the Intrex system
has been aimed toward simplicity for the user, a
beginner will nevertheless need some instruction.
He must learn the command words for subject,
author, and title searches, and for output from
different catalog fields; he must know how to
correct typing errors, and he must learn to use the
carriage return button to transfer control of the
dialog from himself to the computer.
Three parallel techniques are in operation to
convey this information to the user. If he knows

how to type the word "begin" on a keyboard, the
Intrex computer program will take him through a
step-by-step sequence of instructions that will
teach him the elements of Introx interaction.
Alternatively, he can refer to a User's Guide in
which all necessary instructions are fully set forth.
If he uses the Intrex facilities in the Barker
Engineering Library, he will find an "Intrex
advisor" in the room who will help him with any
problems he may encounter.
As the user acquires experience and skill, he will



begin to take advantage of the more sophisticated
features of the system which will permit faster and
more powerful retrieval operations. Command

words are abbreviated in this advanced mode;
catalog fields are identified by two-digit numbers;
lists of documents can be filed in computer storage
for future use; lists can be combined to create new
lists that contain all documents in either or in both
of the original lists.

User Experiments
The most important aspect of Project Intrex is the
study of the interaction between the system and
those of its users whose concern is with the
extraction of substantive information rather than the
technological means. We observe this interaction
under two rather different sets of conditions:
In the Barker Engineering Library, we provide
access to the Intrex facilities in an open environ-
inent, available to all library users with assistance,
where desired, from the Intrex advisors.
In the Electronic Systems Laboratory, we conduct
controlled experiments with carefully planned work
sessions involving an experimental subject and a
member of the Intrex research staff.
The objective of all user experiments is to find out
in detail how users interact with the system, and
thus to obtain factual data for the design of an
operational system. For example, the description
of each document in the experimental catalog
includes more descriptors and thus uses more
words than are economically feasible in an operating
system. The problem is to achieve maximum
retrieval power with a minimum number of words
in computer stcrage. What are the best descriptors
for the ultimate operational catalog, and how is
their choice influenced by the rapid and assured
availability of full text?
The controlled experiments are divided into three
categories. In Category I, experiments compare
a bibliography obtained by Intrex techniques with a

conventionally compiled bibliography. In Category

II, the relative utility of the several catalog fields
is determined. In Category III, an assessment is

20

made of the relative value of specific features of the
retrieval process, such as the Boolean combination
of lists.

Preliminary Findings
Each experiment yields a vast amount of information
which must be analyzed and evaluated. Details of

our results will be found in the semiannual activity
reports of Project Intrex and in other publications
listed in the final pages of this report.
In general, the response of Intrex users has been
favorable. With some initial help, they find it easy
to use the system. Their most frequent complaint
is that their own field of specialization is not
included within the narrow subject range of the
Intrex collection.
The deep indexing which characterizes the Intrex
catalog results in the retrieval of documents that
would be missed by searching only on words in
titles or abstracts, but the improvement is obtained
at a considerable price in storage costs. More
experiments must be made and evaluated to
establish precise quantitative relationships.
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USER AIDS FOR THE TRANSITION LIBRARY

The installation of Intrex consoles in the Barker
Engineering Library at M.I. T. was preceded by a
library reconstruction project. The renovated
library (Figure 15) serves two functions: conven-
tional library services are provided for the School
of Engineering, and experiments with new informa-
tion transfer techniques arc going forward in the
environment of a working library.

west stair4.

north oltrrator

,east stair

A Study space to he
replaced b!,, future
Intrex terminals

Figure 15 The Main Floor of the Barker
Engineering Library. Fifth floor, Building Ten,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology° The central
area is a reading room for current periodicals.
Intrex consoles are located in a small meeting room

21 23

adjacent to the reference area. The conventional
catalog and the microform service area are on the
same floor. Future Intrex terminals can be
installed at locations marked



As a constantly changing mixture of traditional and
innovative elements is foreseen in the future
operations of all research libraries, experiments
are needed with new techniques of user instruction

for such a transition regieme. This part of our
work is called the "Model Library Program;" one
of its most successful developments has been a
series of printed search-path check-lists, called
Pathfinders, that serve as printed bibliographic
maps to help the individual during his initial library
work in an unfamiliar subject area. A representa-
tive Pathfinder is reproduced in Figure 16.

1=1. LIBRARY PATHFINDER

SCOPE. Computers that operate on ear--
Giles. expressed in the form of discrete
numeric data. by Performing internally
stored instructions (i.e.. arithmetic and
logic operations/ on the data.

An introduction to.thts topic appears in
Vol. 4 (pp. 175-189) nf the McGraw-Hill
Encyclopedia of Science anilTechnology
under the entry "Digital Computers."
Q121 .M147 5th Floor

BOOKS dealing with electronic Mgital
computers are listed in the subject Card
catalog. Look for the subiects:
"Electronic Digital Comps.,"

(highly relevant)
"Electronic Calculating Machines"

(name general)

Frequently mentioned tests Include:

Arden, 13ruce W. An Introduction to
igjiCannputIn (1963)

QA76.5 .A676 Ith Floor

Haberman. C. M. Use of Digital Coml.-
ters for Engineering Applications (1966)
TA345 .H114 7th Floor

Richards. Richard Kohler
Electronic Digital Systems (1966)
TK7888.3 .R5175 7th Floor

Scott. Norman R. Analog and Digital
Computer Technology. Chaps. 1-5 11960)
QA76 .$428 7th Floor

Other books mcluding mt trial on elec-
tronic digital computers a.e shelved
wider call nornbem QA75, QA78.5;
T3213: TK78116.d.

HANDBOOKS, ENCYCLOPEDIAS. and
DICTIONARIES which coMaIn in(ortna-
tion on electronic digital computers are:

Grabbe. Eugene M.... al.leds.)
Handbook of Automation. Computation.
and Control 2 Compute, and Data
Processing chaps. 2-20 (1959)
TJ213 .G727 7th Floor

Huskey, N.D. and Korn. G. A. (eds.) ,Con-
miter Handbook. sections 10-21 (1962)
QA76 .H97I 5th Floor

70-032

ELECTRONIC DIGITAL COMPUTERS

K le re, M. and Korn. G. A.(eds..),
Computer User's Handbook (19671
QA76.5 .1<69 5th Floor

Auerb.ich Corp.. Philadelphia Auerbach
Standard EDP Reports: Auerbach Scien-
tific and Control Computer Reports. 3
vols. (19613) (v.1 inciudes Ihretti- and

A. D give details on major
U.S. digital computer systems.)
TK7885 .A927 V. I. A. B 5th Floor

Auerbach Computer Notebook International
(1059-) (Current awareness strviee for
804 digital computer systems) tl:
210.104.13?; I PS IC. 102 -108.
QA76.5 .A9175 Sth Floor

13113LICCRAPIIIES which contain material on
electronic chola) computers Include,

'louden. W. W. Computer Literature
Bibliography. 1695-1953 (1965) (6,1004
references)
2QA76 .Y76 5th Pinar

Studiecentrum voor Administratieve
Automatisering. International Computer
Bibliography (1968) (In English).
2QA76 .5933 5th Floor

JOURNAL ARTICLES and other literature on
electronic digital computers are mdexed
primarily in the guides listed. The quoted
subject headings are those in use since
1965 unless other dates are given.

Apphed SC.ence and Technology index
(Cooe ea popular engineering periodicals)
See.
"Compute, - Digital Computers"
ZT45 ,A652 5th Floor

Se_r_is_thLostracts. Series C. Computer
Anc_ Abstracts (1959.: continues
Series C Contra, Alost,cm) Sec:
"Digital Computers" (highly relevant)
"Digital Systeme" (morc general)
ZQA902.3 .C769 511) Floor

Figure 16 Library Pathfin
Digital Computers.
Similar Pathfinders are now
hundred subjects. They are
of a single heavy 8-1/2 x 11
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der on Electronic

available for over one
printed on both sides

inch sheet.
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Srience Abstracts. Series C Control
Abstracts (1966,968; earlier, see
Section B. Electrical Engineering
Abstracts) See:
"Computers. digital"
ZQA403. 3 .C764 Sth

Science Abstracts. Se:1,11. tlectrnl
and Flectronirs Abstracts 11666., earlier
sec Sec,!..1113, Fileetrical
Ab..tracts) See'
'Computers. digital.'

(1966. t 966, highly relevant)
"Calculating Aporatus. -digital"

(prior 1966; relevant)
"Computer Applications"

(1969i.: more general)
"Digital Circuits" 1106,,, related)

Digita1 Communication Syste ms"
I I 989,: related)

ZTK145 .E38 5th Floor

Computer and Information Systems
(Comprehensive coverage of world
Ideraturel (LOV+, earlier. ace inree,,.
'Inn 1962-1906. or
Cumulative Computer Abstracts) See:
"Digital Computer"
2699 .1434 5th Floor

Cumulative Computer Abstracts (Cumu-
lates Information Processing Journal.
1962-19661 See,
"Section 2. Digital Compute, and
Systems"
2QA75 .C971 v.1 5m Floor

Computer Abstracts (Coverage Includes
IGO. periodicals) See,
"Digital Computers"
2QA76 .C7383 5th Floor

Other indexes, listed here. should be
used for an exhaustive Search. Only a
limited return can be expecmd for the
time spent. Directions are generally
given in the front of each issue.

Computing Reviews
2QA16 ,C738 Sth Floor

Dissertation Abstracts International:
Section LI. The Sciences and Engineering
25055 ,1)99 .D6I 5th Floor

F:gjirs ring Index
2TA14g .K57 5th Floor

ZTL760 .161

r,alde% Current Index to Scientific and
Terhnical Literature
ZQI58 . PI89 5th Floor

JouRNALS that often contain articles rel..-
. vant to electronic digital computers are,

Institute of cl,ctrIc al and Electronics
Enginee,. Tronsaet ions on Cor_op.ers
(1968. earlier see :r.:2E Transact ions
un Rtectronic Gth Floor

Computers and Automation 6th Floor

STATE-OF-THE-ART REVIEWS and
COFFoflFCE PROCEEDINGS contain-
ing material on electronic digital com-
pute rs inc ludo-

Joint Computer Conference, Proceedings
11951s)
QA76 ..179 7th Floor

Association (or Computing Machinery.
Proceedings of the National Conference
11952s)
QA76 .A848 7th Floor

Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers. Computer Group. Digest of
the Computer Group Conference (1067.)
TK7885 .A1 ill 7th Floor

REPORTS and other types of literature are
indexed In these guides:

U.S. Government Reaearrn and
Dcselonment Reports (Indes)11968.)
(Covers U.S. sponsored reports) See:
"Digital Computers" (highly relevant)
''Digital Systems' (more general)
z.Q18o 058 ,U581 Sth Floor

15. S. NASA Scientific and Technical
Aerospace Reports STAR (worldwide
report literature) See:
"Digital Computer(s)" (highly relevant)
"Digital Systems" (more general/
ZTL799 .U586 5th Floor

Additions' Comments' Corrections'
Fin, 10-400. MIT, Cambridge. Mass. 02130



SPONSORSHIP AND ORGANIZATION

The activities of Project Intrex have been financially
supported by a number of public and private
sponsors, including the Carnegie Corporation, the
Council on Library Resources, the Department of
Defense, the Independence Foundation, the National
Science Foundation, and the Sloan Foundation. The
total funding of the project, from its inception to the
end of Fiscal Year 1970, amounted to approximately
$2,5 million.
The renovation of M. LT. 's former Engineering
Library, now the James Madison Barker
L'ngineering Library, has been made possible by
financial contributions from James M. Barker,
from the Louis Calder Foundation, and from the
U.S. Office of Education.
Project Intrex is an activity of the School of
Engineering at M.I. T. under the direction of
Carl F. J. Overhage. The research and develop-
ment work is carried forward mainly in the M.I. T.
Electronic Systems Laboratory (J. Fraimis
Reintjes, Director), where the first complex
Intrex facility was built. Other terminals are now
in operation at the three locations discussed on
page 16:
Barker Engineering Library, M. I. T.
Center for Materials Science and Engineering,
M. I. T.

Division of Engineering and Applied Physics,
Harvard.
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PUBLICATIONS

DetailF on the work performed in Project Intrex
will be found in the publications listed in this
section. For additional information, please
address your inquiries to:
Projec Int
Room 10-4

Massachus:Ats Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Project
Intrex. Semiannual Activity Reports, 15 March
and 15 September 1966-1971.

Benenfeld, A. Ft., "Generation and Encoding of the
Project Intrex Augmented Catalog Data Base. "
Proceedings of the May 6, 1968 Clinic on Library
Applications of Data Processing: Urbana, Illinois,
University of Illinois, Graduate School of Library
Science, 1969, pp. 155-198.

Haring, D. R., "Computer-Driven Display
acilities for an Experimental C crap ut er- Based

Library. " American Federation of Information
Processing Societies (AFIPS) AFIPS Conference
Proceedings, Vol. 33, pt. 1, pp. 255-265. 1968

Fall Joint Computer Conference, December 9-11,
1968. San Francisco, California. AFIPS Press,
Montvale, New Jersey, 1969.

25

Knudson, D. R., and Vezza, A., "Remote
Computer Displa7 Terminals. " Society of Photo-
graphic Scientists and Engineers (SPSE).
Proceedings of the Conference on Computer
Handling of Graphical Information sponsored by
SPSE, NMA, and SID. July 9-10, 1970, Newton,
Massachusetts.

Knudson, D. R., and Teicher, S. N., "Remote
Text Accee:s in a Computerized Library Information
Retrieval System." AFIPS Conference Proceedings,
Vol. 34, pp. 475-481. 1969 Spring Joint Computer
Conference, May 14-16, 1969, Boston, Massachu-
setts. AFIPS Press, Montvale, New Jersey, 1969.

Knudson, D. R., Teicher, S. N., Reintjes, J. F.,
and Gronemann, U. F'., "Experimental Evaluation
of the Resolution Capabilities of Image-Transmis-
sion Systems. " Information Display, Vol. 5,
No. 5, September/October, 1968, pp. 31-43.

Lovins, J. B., "Error Evaluation for Stemming
Algorithms as Clustering Algorithms. " American
Documentation, Vol. 22, No. 1, January 1971,
pp. 28-40.

Marcus, R. S., Benenfeld, A. R., and Kugel, P
"The TJser Interface for the Intrex Retrieval
System. " Proceedings of the Workshop on the User
Interface for Interactive Search of Bibliographic
Data Bases, January 14-15, 1971, Palo Alto,
California. (To be published by AFIPS, 1971. )



Marcus, R. S., Kugel, P., and Kusik, R. L.,
"An Experimental Computer-Stored, Augmented
Catalog of Professional Literature. " AFIPS
Conference Proceedings, Vol. 34, pp. 4C1-4'72.
1969 Spring Joint Computer Conference, May 14-16,
1969. Boston, Massachusetts. AFIPS Press,
Montvale, New Jersey, 1969.

Overnage, C. F. J., "Directions for the Future:
A Panel Discussion in Technical Problems" in
Collaborative Library Systems Development Papers
Presented at the Secoad CLSD Conference,
November 9-10, 1970, New York, New ork.
(To be published by Columbia Universit: 1971.)

Overhage, C. F. J., "Information Networks, "
Chapter 11 in Annual Review of Informat'_on Science
and Technology, Vol. 4, Carlos A. Cua Editor.
Encyclopaedia Britannica, Inc., Chicag. 1969.

Overhage, C. F. J., and Reintjes, J.
"Information Transfer Experiments a.-; J. I. T." in
International Federation for Information Processing,
Information Processing 68, Proceedings of IFIP
Congress 1968, Vol. 2, pp. 1321-1326, August
5-10, 1968, Edinburgh, Scotland. North-Holland
Publishing Company, Amsterdam, 1969.

Overhage, C. F. J "Science Libraries: Prospects
and Problems." Science, Vol. 155, No. 3764,
17 February, 1967, pp. 802-806.

Overhage, C. F. J., "Plans for Project Intrex."
Science, Vol. 152, No. 3725, 20 May, 1966,
pp. 1032-1037.

Reintjes, J. F., "Hardware." Library Trends,
Vol. 18, No. 4, April, 1970, pp. 503-519.

Reintjes, J. F., "System Characteristics of Intrex. "
AFIPS Conference Proceedings, Vol. 34, pp. 45'?-
459. 1969 Spring Joint Computer Conference,
May 14-16, 1969, Boston, Massachusetts. AFIPS
Press, Montvale, New Jersey, 1969.

26

Stevens, C. H., "Specialized Microform
Applications in an Academic Library. " Proceedings
of the Confe -ence on Microform Utilization: The
Academic 'Library Environment, " December 7-9,
1970, University of Denver, Denver, Colorado,
1971.


